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Even though trend of mobile phones upgrading with Android 4.0 ICS configuration started with
Samsung Galaxy Nexus, many other mobiles of other firms are in queue to achieve the same. The
news is that HTC products, HTC Amaze 4G and Sensation are the next phones in the queue to
receive most-desired and latest invention, Android Ice Cream Sandwich system. Rumours,
although, were in air for long period of time and it was also heard that HTC sensation will be the one
which will be configured with ICS system. But later on the plan was kept on hold, as informed by T-
mobile and HTC decided that not one but two phone of HTC, Amaze 4G and Sensation 4G will be
updated with ICS.

Moreover, the documented date for the release of Android 4.0 ICS equipped HTC Amaze and
Sensation is by 16th of June this year.

T-mobile and HTC never had made any commitment regarding the released date of ICS based
Amaze 4G but the reason behind HTC Sensation 4G on-hold is not clear as yet. But T-mobile,
earlier had reported a defect in the phone while testing with ICS. The problem was basically from
the radio part and thus, had to go back to HTC.

The latter disturbance, however, was out of expectation as problem in regards with radio was not
explicable. There are many other areas in phones which can face issues and even small bugs can
create a troublesome with parts of phones like display, keypad, touchscreen and so on but trouble
with radio part is a matter of concern.

Many of the ICS fans and HTC handsets users are desperately waiting for the launch of upgraded
HTC Amaze and HTC sensation xe deals @ http://www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk/ and many of the
users have even started downloading unofficial ROMs to experience the Ice Cream Sandwich
software in their mobiles. The route is, nevertheless, not easy and users who are proficient in
downloading and dealing with ROM can only follow the route. About Ice Cream Sandwich, the
configuration is launched by Android and has already reached Samsung Galaxy Nexus, as mention
already, alongside Samsung Galaxy S II which has also been upgraded recently with the same
system.

Check out the HTC best seller handset â€“ htc sensation xl deals @
http://www.htcsensationxldeals.org.uk/
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